CREATURE COMFORTS
PHOTOS BY ANIMAX

Tea Anyone?
Fun little dog beds don’t come any cuter than
this hot toddy. This comforting cuppa is just the
snuggle spot for any little dog or pup. Also in the
range is a reversible bed with Scotty dog motif.

Save your furniture
with these big throws
These super large Microplush throws will
protect your furniture from paws, claws and fur.
They are a whopping 130cm x 170cm in size,
are machine washable and are super soft

Bee Healthy

Hardwearing collars
that still look classy
Ruthless Leather collars and leads are made in Australia
from English bridle leather and feature hardware
that is either brass or stainless steel. All pieces are
made to order and have a ten year guarantee.

Pollen 4 Paws is a 100% natural,
specially balanced bi-formula
containing vitamins, minerals, Omega
3 & 6, and packs more punch than
Trans Tasman rugby match. The
manufacturers tell us that Pollen 4
Paws is a Trans-Tasman bi-formula.
The pollen comes from Western
Australia and green lipped mussel
is derived from the pristine waters
of Marlborough in New Zealand. The
formula can be sprinkled on food and
is suitable for cats, dogs and horses.

The products featured in this section were chosen prior to general advertising being solicited from any potential
product suppliers. Hence the products reviewed were chosen without regard to advertising.
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Filz & Sattelleder by Hunter
Filz & Sattelleder is German for and Felt and Saddle Leather. German made and truly
inspired, these gorgeous collars are made to perfection. Made from hardwearing
felt and exceptionally soft cow nappa leather, these collars are just divine.

Supremely Good Pet Food
Nutrience has always been leader in super premium dog
and cat food. Nutrience has no by-products, no fillers and no
added glutens. No artificial colours, flavours or preservatives
are found in this food. Chicken meal is the main ingredient
and added fruits and vegetables provide vital antioxidants.

Plush Bed set for
cosy comfort
It’s a dog’s life, and for our furry friends what could be better
than a cosy spot to take a nap? This pooch pack consists
of a padded nap mat with fully washable, microsuede
cover, a cosy polar fleece blanket, and bath towel.

Scoop it with
the Snap Up
The Snap Up is a portable poop scooper
that clips onto your lead. You then use it
to scoop poop through a normal dog poop
bag—minimising that squishy feeling.

Stockist info:
Tea Cup Pet Bed & Reversible Green Bed from Instyle Pets www.instylepets.com.au
Microplush Throws from MuttSpace www.muttspace.com.au e: shop@muttspace.com.au
Ruthless Leather www.ruthlessleather.com
Pollen 4 Paws www.bepollen.com.au ph: 1300 536 663
Hunter Collars from Dog & Outdoor www.dog-outdoor.com ph: 0432 974 927 e: info@dog-outdoor.com
Plush Bed Set from MuttSpace www.muttspace.com.au e: shop@muttspace.com.au
Nutrience enquiries: rie
Snap Up from Petico www.petico.com.au
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